
Service Description

Struggly Classroom supports the learning of conceptual mathematics that is 

critical for students from ages five to twelve and beyond.


Used services per subscription type
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Struggly Classroom

The Struggly Classroom scheduling can be customized for each 

class based on basic knowledge of the class and can be changed 

at any time by the teacher. Approximately one to three new tasks 

are added monthly.



Teachers can view general information and guidance for the class 

and have access to all task solutions.



Teachers can delete a student account or add a new one.



Teachers can cancel the subscription at any time for the next 

possible termination date according to the subscription details 

directly in the teachers account in the account settings area.
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Struggly Classroom is an online platform that gives students a tool 

to effectively learn mathematics ideas and concepts in school. 

Students get an automatic schedule of tasks that measures their 

progress and assigns the “Task of the day” accordingly. Students 

can additionally select and play tasks from the "Unlocked Tasks" 

and the schedule automatically adjusts. The web app's feedback to 

students is based solely on Growth Mindset principles. 



Persistence, strategizing, and creativity are encouraged, affirmed, 

and measured in the form of badges and stored in the "Badges" 

section. In addition, positive perception of mistakes is encouraged 

through messaging within each task.



The mathematical concept of Struggly Classroom is based on 

neurological research and other scientific studies on how the brain 

perceives mathematical ideas and concepts. The goal of Struggly 

Classroom is to promote self-confidence, creativity, perseverance, 

and collaboration.
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Payment provider




This website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service.




Service which helps the website owner to manage tags or scripts needed 
on this website in a centralized fashion.




Hosting partner - cloud infrastructure provider




Log-storage - Collecting API server logs in a structured form, to easily 
search logs in case of errors or debugging purposes.

Data is encrypted both in transit and at rest, stored in ISO/IEC 27001 
certified data centers.




Domain provider, smtp-server




Video hosting, sharing and services platform
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User primary account data (teacher
 ID (primary key) (string

 user account created at (timestamp

 user account updated at (timestamp

 email (used as login name) (string

 name of the teacher (string

 assigned roles (teacher)(string[]

 pin (stored as bcrypt hash) (string

 user ID (reference to the IAM User at Auth0) (string

 public user ID (used for switch between users, UUID of 32 digits, no inference to PK) (string

 free trial phase (boolean

 valid until (timestamp

 metaData holdin

 avatar (string

 wrong entered pin amounts (number

 completed tasks (number[]

 scheduled tasks (number[]

 last scheduled at (timestamp

 relevant subscription status data like e.g. last payment date, next billing date, price of the current 

subscription, status of the subscription, subscription interval, email address of the customer, ... 

(string)



Secondary user data (student
 ID (primary key) (string

 user account created at (timestamp

 user account updated at (timestamp

 name of the student (string

 assigned roles (student)(string[]

 pin (stored as bcrypt hash) (string

 user ID (reference to the IAM User at Auth0) (string

 public user ID (used for switch between users, UUID of 32 digits, no inference to PK) (string

 metaData holdin

 avatar (string

 wrong entered pin amounts (number

 completed tasks (number[]

 scheduled tasks (number[]

 last schedule at (timestamp

 skills (numbers, addition & subtraction, multiplication & division)



Task status (teacher & student)


Played Tasks
 first time played at (timestamp

 last time saved at (timestamp

 metaData holdin

 current level info dat

 passed levels info data


passed/achieved badges/events data


Additionally, to the user data itself, we store information about the played tasks and achieved badges.
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struggly.com  database
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All kind of this data is stored in a DigitalOcean’s managed database located in a clustered data 

center in NY (connections are restricted to trusted sources only, public connections will be denied)


http://struggly.com/
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Third party services that will be used and what data will be 
shared third parties 1/4
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 ID of the current loggedin user (primary or secondary user) - used to identify the 

last chosen use

 Loginstate - 0|1 - used to logout the user in all depdent open browser tabs

We are using Auth0 (our identity access management system) to register and 

manage your login information. For the whole process, consisting of registration, login 

and presentation of your access in struggly.com, we need the following data, which is 

stored at Auth0

 Email addres

 Last nam

 First nam

 Password (passwords are always hashed and salted using bcrypt

 Roles of the use

 URL of your avatar imag

 Language setting of your browse

 Date of signup at struggly.co

 Date of your last login at struggly.co

 IP address of your last logi

 Latest logi

 Number of logins



Security, Privacy & Compliance (https://auth0.com/securit, auth0.com/privacy

 Auth0 is ISO27001 & ISO27018 certifie

 Auth0 has completed a full third-party SOC 2 Type II audi

 Auth0 has achieved a Level 2 audit Gold CSA Star certification for its cloud service 

security capabilitie

 Auth0 is compliant with the Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Standard 

(DSS) that requires strict security controls and processes for transacting customer 

payment card dat

 Auth0 complies with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).


Listed certificates, features, specs etc. are taken from the website of the 

corresponding service (2022/11/16)


Service

Service

Description

Description

struggly.com  

localstorage



Auth0
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https://auth0.com/
https://auth0.com/security
http://auth0.com/privacy
http://struggly.com/
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Our payment processing service Paddle enables Boggl Inc. to process payments by 

credit card, bank transfer or other means.


To ensure greater security, Boggl Inc. shares only the information necessary to execute 

the transaction with the financial intermediaries handling the transaction. Some of 

these services may also enable the sending of timed messages to the user, such as 

emails containing invoices or notifications concerning the payment. Our order process is 

conducted by our online reseller Paddle.com. Paddle.com is the Merchant of Record for 

all our orders. Paddle provides all customer service inquiries and handles returns. 

Paddle is operated by Paddle.com.



Security, Privacy & Compliance (https://www.paddle.com/legal/soc-2-

compliance, https://www.paddle.com/legal/privacy, https://www.paddle.com/legal/gdpr

 More than 2,000 software sellers trust Paddle with their data

 They are fully committed to data privacy and security, and have successfully 

completed a Service Organization Control (SOC) 2 Type 1 audit

 Listed certificates, features, specs etc. are taken from the website of the 

corresponding service (2022/11/16)

Our website struggly.com uses the hosting services provided by DigitalOcean. This type 

of service has the purpose of hosting Data and files that enable this Website to run and 

be distributed as well as to provide a ready-made infrastructure to run specific features 

or parts of this Website. 



Security, Privacy & Compliance (https://www.digitalocean.com/legal/privacy-

policy, https://www.digitalocean.com/trust

 DigitalOcean is AICPA SOC 2 Type II and SOC 3 Type II certifie

 Additionally, DigitalOcean has achieved Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) STAR Level 1


Listed certificates, features, specs etc. are taken from the website of the corresponding 

service (2022/11/16)


As with most websites and technology services delivered over the Internet, our servers 

automatically collect data when you access or use our Site and/or Product and record it 

via Logtail.



This log data may include the IP address, browser type and settings, the date and time 

of use, information about browser configuration, language preferences, and cookie data. 

This information is needed to ensure security of our systems, prevent detect and 

investigate potentially prohibited or illegal activities, including fraud, and to enforce our 

Terms of Service.



Security, Privacy & Compliance (https://betterstack.com/privacy, https://

betterstack.com/dpa, https://betterstack.com/logtail#features

 Data is located in GDPR-compliant DIN ISO/IEC 27001-certified data center

 Data is encrypted both in transit and at res

 Listed certificates, features, specs etc. are taken from the website of the 

corresponding service (2022/11/16)

Service Description

Paddle


DigitalOcean


Logtail
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https://paddle.com
https://paddle.com
https://paddle.com
https://www.paddle.com/legal/soc-2-compliance
https://www.paddle.com/legal/soc-2-compliance
https://www.paddle.com/legal/privacy
https://www.paddle.com/legal/gdpr
http://struggly.com
https://www.digitalocean.com/
https://www.digitalocean.com/legal/privacy-policy
https://www.digitalocean.com/legal/privacy-policy
https://www.digitalocean.com/trust
https://betterstack.com/privacy
https://betterstack.com/dpa
https://betterstack.com/dpa
https://betterstack.com/logtail#features
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www.struggly.com uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service. It is operated by 

Google Inc., 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA.



Google Analytics uses so-called "cookies". These are text files that are stored on your 

computer and that allow an analysis of the use of the website by you. The information 

generated by the cookie about your use of this website is usually transmitted to a 

Google server in the USA and stored there.



Google Analytics cookies are stored based on Art. 6 (1) (f) DSGVO. The website 

operator has a legitimate interest in analyzing user behavior to optimize both its 

website and its advertising.



IP anonymization (https://support.google.com/analytics) As we are using Google 

Analytics V4, IP addresses are not logged or stored.



Demographic data collection by Google Analytics This website uses Google Analytics' 

demographic features. This allows reports to be generated containing statements 

about the age, gender, and interests of site visitors. This data comes from interest-

based advertising from Google and third-party visitor data. This collected data cannot 

be attributed to any specific individual person. You can disable this feature at any time 

by adjusting the ads settings in your Google account or you can forbid the collection of 

your data by Google Analytics as described in the section "Refusal of data collection".


Service Description

Google Analytics
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This type of service helps the website owner to manage the tags or scripts needed on 

this website in a centralized fashion.



This results in the users' data flowing through these services, potentially resulting in 

the retention of this data. Google Tag Manager is a tag management service provided 

by Google.



Further information can be found in Google's privacy policy at https://

policies.google.com/.


We integrate videos from "Vimeo" on our website via an API of Vimeo, Inc., 555 West 

18th Street, New York, New York 10011, USA



Through this, personal data is passed on to Vimeo. If you have a user account with 

Vimeo and are registered, Vimeo can assign the visit to your user account. Vimeo stores 

this data as usage profiles and uses it for the purposes of advertising, market research 

and/or tailoring its websites to meet user needs. Such an evaluation is carried out in 

particular (also for users who are not logged in) for the display of tailored advertising 

and to inform other users of the social network about your activities on our website.



You can read details on their use here: https://vimeo.com/privacy


Google Tag Manager


Vimeo



https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/9019185#IP
https://policies.google.com/
https://policies.google.com/
https://vimeo.com/privacy

